Abstract. Along with our country socialist market economic system gradually establish and perfect the education system of our country, especially the higher education system, and the corresponding reform. Gradually establish a government macro management, school faces the society run independently of the new system. College enrollment system reform, also brought the recruitment of students scale increases, college recruit students, enrollment situation, admissions category, cultivation method is becoming more and more complicated and diversified. All these prompt charge items are increasing, the difficulty and complexity increase, to the charge work brought huge workload, and work for college students is facing severe challenges.
Introduction
To improve safety performance system, this system is to expand further, put forward the role based access control mechanism, thus for each related department to provide different related data, data security, realize the connection with school related departments. And through the intelligent analysis data to provide decision data for the work [1] . The main purpose of this paper is to design a set of functional and effective college students' tuition management system, under the existing campus network environment, using B/S structure to achieve a set of charging management system based on Web, accounting, management, to improve school students' tuition. At the same time, the charging information and other information through the campus network platform, can do all kinds of query statistics.
To build a set of scientific and efficient network charge system. And the system implementation on the school campus network platform to realize this topic. By means of function of each function test method for each module function test, safety test, the system performance test. The test results show that the project design is reasonable, safe and efficient. This topic through in-depth analysis, the reasonable design for universities to develop their own charge system to provide the feasibility scheme based on campus network, for the construction of college network charge system security provides a technical way. Therefore, the development of the role based access control charging network management system, college students will not only make the university tuition management onto a new stage, and reform the traditional accounting system, is a beneficial attempt in the new period.
System related key technologies
With the development of computer software development technology and network technology, more and more people using B/S software architecture for software development, B/S is called the Browser/Server or Browser/Server mode, is a kind of improvement of C/S structure, the system only need one Server, the client uses the Browser mode, people just need to access the WWW Browser, you will get what they need to text, video, images and other services, the WEB Server through some technology and the database connection, a large amount of data stored in the database. In B/S structure is mainly by the browser by sending a request to a Web service layer and Web service layer after the transaction will request sent to the backend database, background database on the requested data in the data processing, then the processed data of concrete on the Web server to resend it to the browser display [2] [3] . B/S three -tier architecture is to in figure 1. 
College tuition management system requirements analysis
University tuition management system design and the main purpose of financial department in colleges and universities is convenient to manage school information, allow the architecture to support existing or subsequent development of content management related applications, can support in the form of a unified, safe trans-regional, unstructured data sharing across systems, enhancing the application value of unstructured data [5] . Digital asset management platform is the basic requirement of stability and efficiency of the design of the platform to withstand a variety of business system, the request of the vast amounts of unstructured data. We carried on the detailed function module partition. System's overall function module as shown in figure 2 . This topic is the structure of the design system including 9 sub modules: user control module, user management module, initialization module, standard dictionary management module, charge management module, query module, statistics module, the students change module and system maintenance module.
User management module is mainly basic registration information for user account management, user management and user rights management. User control module according to the different login user name to give the corresponding privileges, and open the user can use the function module, function block don't need.
Standard initialization module is used to realize the annual tuition receivables and accounts receivable amount of setup and initialization, contains professional initialization Settings, dormitory initialization Settings, tuition standard setting, receivable accounts required standard setting, books standard setting, miscellaneous fees receivable accounts receivable standards set up, and the corresponding initialization, and other functions. Dictionary management module is used to implement system of department, the management of information, such as professional, classes, students of the management, including professional management, class management, and student management.
Charging management module is a key link in the system, it's mainly includes the general charge pattern, batch charging, refund processing, to print the document. Query module, the module is mainly used for charging for all kinds of information query, including student information inquiry, students should check fees, students' lack of query, combination query, and other functions, each query results can directly print.
Statistics module is mainly used in charge of the accounting, the resulting statistical results, this can result in the creation form pattern for printing, also can generate more intuitive graphs, helps managers in management analysis.
Students change module's main function is the student information management, including the student's professional treatment, grade, suspension and resumption, dropped out of schooling, transfer treatment, graduation, etc.
System maintenance module is the auxiliary management part of the system, generally only licensed to system administrator. The module mainly includes the log import and export management, database information, data backup, restore, etc. 
Overall design of college tuition management system based in Web
In view of the above analysis, the development and design of university tuition management system based on WEB. The purpose of the system design is to improve the work efficiency and reduce the workload of the finance department of colleges and universities, properly manage the charge information. The tuition management system has reliable concurrent processing capacity, combining with the cluster in the middle of the mechanism greatly reduce the possibility of collapse of middleware. Through the middleware to dynamic load balancing cluster technology, improve the system of concurrent processing, to meet the increase of the number of concurrent users, and can improve the overall throughput of the system, so as to achieve high availability, fault-tolerant application environment. System architecture diagram is shown in figure 3 .
System end users by accessing WEB pages, through the Internet to receive the user's request, the user request submit to the system server business, the system server response is given. If the user submits the request to the database access operation, the server sends a request to the database, database processing is completed, the results back to the server, the server and the data results returned to the customer, the database to the customer request processing, to add, delete, and modify the data operation. After the treatment, the results back to the customer. Using this system architecture model, make universities charge management system to achieve the optimal processing speed, will be treated as different server deployment to a different place, to ensure that the data maintenance convenience for data statistics and control. 
Conclusion
With the improvement of the economic development of China and national quality, colleges and universities recruit students scale expands unceasingly in our country, the students category increased, to the college financial sector has brought the huge workload, and the university student fees information management has become diversified and complicated, how to effectively manage the student fees become main problems of university financial department. Therefore, to develop a perfect and efficient student tuition management system play a crucial role in the development of colleges and universities. In this paper, through the thorough analysis, the reasonable design for universities to develop their own tuition fees system provides feasibility scheme based on Web, design a set of functional and effective college students tuition management system, B/S structure was adopted to realize a set of charging management system based on Web, to improve school students tuition of accounting, management functions.
